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Puerto Rico consolidates
its freight with Magic.
And Magic consolidates
its adver!sing in CB.
Tony Pabón,
Vice President
Magic Transport

MAGIC TRANSPORT & WAREHOUSING, founded
here in 1984, is a leading freight consolidator
serving Puerto Rico, with terminals in New Jersey,
Florida, Illinois and California... and now Asia!
Our 100,000 sq. !. state-of-the-art warehouse
and distribu"on center here in San Juan offers
you the latest technology and the specialized
equipment to handle any kind of freight.
It might seem like it, but our phenomenal growth
over the past 39 years hasn’t been due to magic;
it’s the result of hard work, dedica"on to
the highest standards of excellence… and a
consistent adver"sing presence in the region’s
business Authority: CARIBBEAN BUSINESS and
CB.pr. It reaches our target decision-makers
efficiently and effec"vely, without waste.
And in the world of marke"ng, that’s as close
to real magic as you can get!

Four decades of proven efficiency and effec!veness.
www.cb.pr
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Law
22:
Tax incentives for economic development

BY JOHN MARINO

marino@caribbeanbusiness.pr

A

bout a dozen individuals have
taken advantage of the incentives offered by Law 22, and an additional 60 applications for Law 22
benefits are in process, Economic
Development & Commerce Department (DDEC by its Spanish initials)
Secretary Alberto Bacó Bagué told
CARIBBEAN BUSINESS.

A POWERFUL LURE
On Jan. 17, 2012, Puerto Rico
enacted Law No. 22 of 2012, also
known as the “Individual Investors
Incentives Act” (Law 22). The law
provides tax exemptions to eligible
individuals residing in Puerto Rico,
and may have profound implications
for the continued economic recovery
of the island. To avail themselves of
such benefits, individual investors
need to become residents of Puerto

Rico and apply for a tax-exemption
decree, which has generated interest
from many investors as well as criticism from detractors.
Law 22 is designed to primarily attract to Puerto Rico high-net-worth
individuals, empty nesters, retirees
who currently relocate to other states
and individual investors from the
U.S. and other countries, by eliminating all taxes on passive income
that accrues after they relocate to the

island. While dividends and interest
income earned by Puerto Rico residents on U.S. securities are generally taxed by the federal government,
capital gains taxes on their sales are
based on residence.
“Although Puerto Rico is a U.S.
territory, pursuant to Section 933 of
the U.S. Internal Revenue Code of
1986, bona-fide residents of Puerto
Rico aren’t subject to federal taxes on
Continues on next page
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FORD’S POLICE INTERCEPTOR
TOUR LANDS IN PUERTO RICO

BY JOSÉ L. CARMONA

josec@caribbeanbusiness.pr

MAZDA DE P.R. ROLLS OUT
RE-ENGINEERED 2014 MAZDA6

Bella Group subsidiary Mazda de
Puerto Rico, which late last year obtained the distribution rights for the
Mazda brand in Puerto Rico and the
U.S. Virgin Islands, has unveiled the
Japanese automaker’s completely
redesigned and re-engineered Mazda6 midsize sedan.
The event, which took place at
Mazda de Puerto Rico’s main offices at the Westgate Industrial Park
in Cataño’s Palmas Ward, included a vehicle walkthrough and test
drive, which allowed participants to
experience Mazda6’s comfort and
safety features, as well as the advantages of the automaker’s Skyactiv
technology.
Through the use of
lighter but stronger components, Skyactiv technology delivers vehicles
that are safer, handle
better and use less fuel.
The 2014 Mazda6 with
Skyactiv is 200 pounds
lighter than the outgoing
model.
Mazda’s midsize sedan
comes equipped with a
184-horsepower, 2.5-liter engine mated to an advanced,
six-speed automatic transmission,
delivering fuel efficiency of up to
38 miles per gallon.
Carmen Cedré, general manager
of Mazda de Puerto Rico, said the
Mazda6 will have a local starting
price of $26,795, offering great value as one of the most well-equipped
and fuel-efficient vehicles in its segment class.

Ford last week presented its new
line of Police Interceptor vehicles,
which were created exclusively for
law enforcement agencies as part of
a nationwide tour that included test
drives and various exhibits.
Held on the premises of the Puerto Rico Convention Center
in San Juan, Ford presented
the vehicles to local, state
and municipal police departments, as well as private law
enforcement and security
companies.
The new Police Interceptor
vehicles consist of a sedan
and, for the first time, a sportutility vehicle. They replace
the discontinued Crown Victoria sedan.
The new Police Interceptors have
aesthetic similarities to Ford’s
Taurus and Explorer commercial
vehicles, but have other exclusive
attributes, such as more powerful
engines and transmissions, strengthened chassis and suspension components, and bigger brakes.
“The Police Interceptors strive
to exceed durability, safety and
performance standards for citizen
protection. This test-drive event is a
unique opportunity for law enforcement agencies to try out the vehicles
and learn about their benefits,” said
Mark Buzzell, general manager of
Ford International Business Devel-

opment for Puerto Rico, the Caribbean & Central America.
Some of the vehicles used in the
test drives were from Sistema Universitario Ana G. Méndez’s Institute for Safety & Protection (ISEP).
ISEP has six fully equipped Ford
Police Interceptors used by certified instructors to support its tactical courses for law enforcement
officials. !
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Claro gives tech pointers to
municipal governments
Company participates in technology seminar;
hard at work setting up submarine cable
BY DENNIS COSTA

dennisc@caribbeanbusiness.pr

W

ith the aim of fostering economic development and job
creation in Puerto Rico’s municipalities through technology use,
telecommunications provider Claro
recently participated in the Municipal Economic Opportunities Seminar, offering various talks about the
importance of broadband adoption
and the company’s various efforts
toward this purpose.

in the development of technological
alternatives that help [officials and
employees] achieve better performance in the public administration
of municipalities.” Meanwhile, Claro’s Business Market Director, Luis
Fulgueras, emphasized the company’s commitment to support “costeffective technological solutions
that significantly improve productivity in [municipal] operations.”
Executives took the opportunity
to highlight the company’s service
portfolio focusing on administrative

Claro’s submarine cable will have a transmission
capacity of 90 terabits per second.

During the seminar, company representatives shed light on several
services related to broadband that
have the potential for promoting job
creation and economic development.
Such services and technologies include Virtual Private Networks,
Managed Service CPE (customerpremises equipment), Office 365,
Hosted PBX (private branch exchange), Business Continuity, Collocation and IP (Internet Protocol)
Video Conferencing. Information
regarding cloud-based services and
access to federal funding allocated
strictly to municipalities for broadband infrastructure purposes was
also discussed.
Event organizer Ramón Meléndez thanked Claro for its “concern

solutions, which run on a convergent network dubbed IP MPLS (Internet Protocol Multiprotocol Label
Switching).
The carrier is also hard at work
putting the finishing touches on
its submarine data cable system,
which will connect Puerto Rico
with landing points in the U.S.
mainland, the Dominican Republic, Jamaica, Colombia, Mexico
and Brazil. The cable, which has
a transmission capacity of 90 terabits per second (1 terabit equals one
trillion bits), will be the only data
cable of its type in the region to
feature two landing points in the
U.S. mainland, thereby ensuring
“geographical redundancy” in the
system, Claro stated. !
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income derived from sources within
Puerto Rico. Therefore, U.S. citizens that are bona-fide residents of
Puerto Rico benefiting from Law 22
will only be subject to federal taxation on income derived from sources
outside of Puerto Rico. The law provides the following benefits to new
Puerto Rico bona-fide residents on
qualified investments: (i) 100% tax
exemption from Puerto Rico income
taxes on all dividends; (ii) 100% tax
exemption from Puerto Rico income
taxes on all interest; and (iii) 100%
tax exemption from Puerto Rico
income taxes on all short-term and
long-term capital gains accrued after
the individual becomes a bona-fide
resident of Puerto Rico,” said José R.
Pérez-Riera, former DDEC secretary
under the administration of formerGov. Luis Fortuño. Pérez-Riera is
widely credited as the intellectual
father of Laws 20 and 22 of 2012.
Both of these laws were signed by
Fortuño in early 2012, but hadn’t yet
been aggressively marketed and promoted until the new administration
of Gov. Alejandro García Padilla and
DDEC Secretary Bacó started doing so after taking office in January.
This is a refreshing thing to see in
Puerto Rico politics and a sign that
both main political parties recognize
the great potential that these two
laws have for the island’s economic
development.
Puerto Rico’s unique political
status—under the jurisdiction of the
U.S. but with a separate tax system—
makes this pitch particularly attractive to wealthy investors residing
stateside. U.S.-based millionaires
and billionaires who move to the
island would avoid taxation on the
sale of securities, which are normally
taxed federally at a 23.8% rate.
The Puerto Rico program has an
advantage over foreign jurisdictions because investors don’t have
to renounce their citizenship to take
advantage of the tax-shelter offer.
Wealthy taxpayers who opt to re-establish overseas to a foreign country
have to surrender their U.S. passports
and pay an exit tax of 23.8% on unrealized capital gains.
Pérez-Riera said one of the benefits of Law 22 is that besides being
able to retain their U.S. citizenship,
new residents of Puerto Rico under
Law 22 wouldn’t be obligated to pay
the 23.8% existing tax on unrealized

have many predicting a backlash will
occur.

BRACING FOR THE BACKLASH

“Laws 20 and 22 are the spearhead of a social
and economic justice program for U.S. citizens
living in Puerto Rico. This isn’t a tax loophole.
This is the reality of our relationship with
the U.S., and this relationship has aspects
that restrict us and aspects which help
us develop ourselves.”
—Economic Development & Commerce Secretary Alberto Bacó Bagué

capital gains when moving to the island. “If you consider recent trends
showing that high-profile individuals, such as Facebook co-founder
Eduardo Saverin, are moving to foreign jurisdictions and renouncing
their citizenship, some would argue
that it is in the best interest of the
U.S. to keep these individuals in a
U.S. jurisdiction such as Puerto Rico
rather than losing them to a foreign
country,” Pérez-Riera said.
While these attributes make the
deal particularly appealing to U.S.
residents, Puerto Rico’s laws have
resonance with worldwide investors as well. One particular appealing aspect of the law is not only the
tax breaks it provides, but also that
it includes a Puerto Rico tax decree
to protect investors who move here,
guaranteeing the incentives through
2035 from any subsequent changes
in local legislation.
“When I tell my clients they will get
a contract guaranteeing their tax benefits for more than 20 years, it is very
attractive,” said Gabriel Hernández,
who heads the tax division of BDO
Puerto Rico. He said this rock-solid

guarantee is very important given the
increased tax levied on the wealthy
by nations going through economic
challenges, including the U.S. and
several others in Europe and Asia.
“Another attribute that makes Law
22 particularly appealing to worldwide investors is that non-U.S. residents who become new residents of
Puerto Rico and become naturalized
U.S. citizens in Puerto Rico, are exempt from federal estate taxes that
would be applicable if they became
naturalized U.S. citizens in any of
the 50 states,” Pérez-Riera said.
“Clients can’t believe the benefits.
There is a tremendous amount of
interest,” added attorney Fernando
Goyco-Covas, of the law firm Adsuar
Muñiz Goyco Seda & Pérez-Ochoa,
who said he is being invited to give
seminars on the subject stateside.
The unique interplay between the
U.S. and Puerto Rico tax systems is
creating this powerful tax lure, offering a way to avoid federal taxes
on unrealized capital gains that even
foreign jurisdictions don’t offer investors. However, it is the interaction between those two systems that

“If you have billionaires who go to
Puerto Rico and sell a lot of stock,
they will avoid paying millions or
billions of dollars in federal taxes.
There would be some benefit in
Puerto Rico and some local economic activity would be generated,
but the federal treasury would lose
a lot more than what Puerto Rico
would gain,” said former Clinton administration official Jeffrey Farrow,
a veteran observer of the relationship between Washington, D.C., and
U.S. territories. “It sounds like some
people are exploiting a loophole to
avoid a lot of federal taxes. When
these things occur, Congress closes
the loophole.”
Farrow isn’t alone. John Buckley,
a former tax counsel for Democrats
on the House Ways & Means Committee, told Bloomberg News that
Puerto Rico is “walking a fine line.
This would be the first time that
Puerto Rico would kind of deliberately erode the U.S. tax base for
individuals.”
Buckley said a Congressional attempt to curtail the Puerto Rico program could generate cash for the U.S.
Treasury and there would be little
public opposition to shutting the program down. “You could get a score
here,” Buckley told the news outlet.
Meanwhile, one member of the
Joint Committee on Taxation, Sen.
Chuck Grassley (R., Iowa), told Fortune magazine that the new Puerto
Rico tax break will prompt Congress
to look at how territories are treated
under U.S. tax laws, and an effort may
be made to “harmonize” the treatment
or ensure the territories accept “certain rules to prevent tax evasion.”
U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Chairman Max Baucus (D., Mont)
will reportedly look at the issue as
part of his efforts toward comprehensive tax reform.
Toby Roth, a former Republican
congressman and lobbyist who has
worked for decades on Puerto Rico
issues, also said the Law 22 program is being questioned in Congress. “One of the congressmen
said to me, ‘why are they bringing
the hedge fund managers down
there? They have to keep the bright
young Puerto Ricans on the island.
Continues on page 14
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That’s where their future lies,’” Roth
told CARIBBEAN BUSINESS. “If
Puerto Rico doesn’t create the jobs to
keep their talented young people on
the island, the hedge fund managers
won’t mean a thing.”
Puerto Rico officials have been
wary of fallout over the program
since it was first conceived. However, supporters of Law 22 insist that
the law is fair and doesn’t affect the
amount of taxes Puerto Rico residents pay the federal government.
“Law 22 simply reduces the amount
of money that the Puerto Rico Treasury will receive on certain passive
investments to make Puerto Rico a
more attractive jurisdiction to live
in, much in the same way all 50
states use whatever assets they have
to attract people to come visit, work
or live in their state,” Pérez-Riera
said. “The amount of money that
the federal government receives on
qualified investments under Law 22
remains the same as it was before,
as has been the case for decades. It
is the amount paid in Puerto Rico
taxes that has been modified under
the law.”

José R. Pérez-Riera,
former DDEC secretary

THE LAW IS MISUNDERSTOOD

“An individual can’t simply move
to Puerto Rico to avoid carried interest on capital gains that were accrued
while he was a resident of any state
in the U.S. If he moves to [the island]
and sells his assets after becoming
a Puerto Rico resident, he will still
have his fair share of federal taxes
on the capital gains accrued while
prior to becoming a resident of [the
island]. It is on gains accrued while
he is a Puerto Rico resident that he
would benefit under Law 22, and for
those gains, Puerto Rico residents
haven’t paid federal taxes for generations, so nothing has changed in
that regard under Law 22,” PérezRiera said.
“Congressional backlash was extensively considered prior to the filing of Law 22. In fact, the bill wasn’t
filed for many months after it was
ready to minimize any connection
or adverse effect on the IRS [Internal
Revenue Service] opinion regarding
Law 154 [on excise taxes for manufacturers],” said Edward Calvesbert,
former deputy DDEC secretary under the Fortuño administration.
“Marketing efforts were initially targeted through service

Gabriel Hernández, who heads
the tax division of BDO Puerto Rico,
said Law 22’s long-term guarantee is
particularly attractive given
tax increases in many countries
undergoing tough economic times.

providers—financial advisers, accountants, tax attorneys, etc.—to
offer their high-net-worth clients
the means and confidence to make
the move to the island,” he added.
“Once we had dozens or hundreds of
success stories, the marketing efforts

Edward Calvesbert,
former deputy DDEC secretary

would be taken more mainstream,
directly to individuals.”
Congress can and has reacted
against programs that some believe
are similar to Law 22. In the 1980s,
Congress acted against a similar
program in the Northern Mariana
Islands, where a number of wealthy
businessmen sought to avoid taxes
on profits from the sale of successful businesses, which included Computerland and DHL, according to
Farrow.
More recently, the federal government placed restrictions on a similar
program in the U.S. Virgin Islands to
cut down on abuse by requiring that
residents of that territory are physically present for at least 183 days a
year. The Puerto Rico law carries this
requirement and additional tests to
prove residency and that the investor
is a member of the island community, precisely to ensure that individuals taking advantage of the law are
people who have legitimately moved
here and have committed to becoming a part of the local community.
However, not everyone agrees that
a backlash is inevitable. Hernández
of BDO Puerto Rico said while particular Congressmen may criticize
the program, he noted that the official policy of the federal government
has been to support Puerto Rico’s
efforts through taxation aimed at the
island’s economic development and

ensure that federal tax laws don’t
blunt their effectiveness. This position was reiterated in a white paper
last May by the Congressional Joint
Committee on Taxation, he said.
Hernández said Law 22 is just the
latest in a long line of economic development initiatives launched by
the commonwealth. “If you look at
the history of Puerto Rico tax incentives, it is full of backlash, both locally and in the federal government,”
he said, saying much of it is fueled
by politics.
The tax expert also said the federal
government couldn’t suddenly treat
the capital gains of Puerto Rico residents differently than those of residents elsewhere in the U.S. without
running into problems of discriminatory treatment.
In the end, it will be a matter of
public policy to decide if Congress
takes action to eliminate Law 22,
most likely by changing U.S. tax
law or regulations, Goyco-Covas
said. “This is a public policy issue
for Congress. We have had our bond
ratings degraded. Whether Congress
will see it as a loophole or as what it
really is, a tool for economic development, remains to be seen.”

TOOLS FOR A GLOBAL
ECONOMIC FIGHT

DDEC chief Bacó affirmed that
Law 22 is an economic development tool that will bring “social and
economic justice” to Puerto Rico
residents brutalized by a six-year
recession. He attributed much of the
criticism of the program to “politics”
and “envy.”
Noting that Law 22 was passed under the Fortuño administration, he
said it was a bipartisan effort and he
has committed to promoting it because he sees its job-creating potential. The fact that the García Padilla
administration considers Law 22 one
of the cornerstones of its economic
development strategy presents a
change in policy by the leadership
of the Popular Democratic Party—
including the governor, San Juan
Mayor Carmen Yulín Cruz, Senate
President Eduardo Bhatia, House
Speaker Jaime Perelló, Rep. Luis
Vega Ramos and La Fortaleza Chief
of Staff Jorge Colberg Toro—all of
whom voted against the bill when
it was approved by the Legislature
Continues on next page
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Blackberry Z10 comes out strong
Company laying it all on the line with
latest product release
BY DENNIS COSTA

dennisc@caribbeanbusiness.pr

B

lackberry, known until recently as Research in Motion, unveiled its Z10 handset a few months
ago and the product is now available through selected carriers such
as Claro and AT&T, with Sprint and
T-Mobile to follow. The company
also redesigned its operating system
interface from scratch and its app
ecosystem.
In all, the Z10 represents a concentrated effort for a company who
once reigned supreme in the smartphone world, but whose influence
and market share have dwindled
in recent years. The Z10 is also arguably the most important device
Blackberry has ever released, given
that the company’s continued existence may hinge on the product’s
ultimate success.
“If this device isn’t a hit, things
will certainly turn very challenging for us,” Sean Killen, director for
Blackberry’s Caribbean region, told
CARIBBEAN BUSINESS. “This
is our plan for the next 10 years.
[Blackberry CEO Thorstein Heins]
has planned this behind the scenes
for two years,” Killen added.
However, he also expressed confidence in the Z10 appealing to a
wider consumer base. Killen had the
numbers to back up such an assessment, with the recent announcement
of a major global carrier placing an
order of one million Z10 devices for
its network. “This is really heartening. [Carrier executives] know their
market and they know what sells.
For that kind of commitment, this
is huge,” he said.
Hands-on experience with the device revealed the Z10 is capable of
going toe-to-toe with the latest Android devices such as the Samsung
Galaxy S3 and the iPhone 5. The
4G-LTE-capable Z10’s construction
is sleek, boasting a 4.2-inch touchscreen, an 8-megapixel camera in
the rear and a 2-megapixel camera
in front. Our informal tests showed
the Z10’s battery life is longer on
average than that of the Samsung
Galaxy S3. Usual goodies such as

GPS and extendible storage through
a microSD card are featured on the
device as well.
Regarding the Z10’s operating
system and app environment, the
smartphone offers a user-friendly
experience. Navigation is carried
out through finger gestures moving
from the edge of the screen inwards.
Swiping from the left side of the
screen, for example, exposes the
Blackberry Hub, a listing of available email and social media accounts
for easy access. Up to eight applications can run on the background
simultaneously, and response time
for commands is quick.
Its app ecosystem, though not as
massive as the Android Play Store
or iTunes, is nevertheless robust,
with about 100,000 apps available at
launch. Blackberry’s VP of Developer Relations, Alec Saunders, has
been largely responsible for putting
the company’s app ecosystem upto-date, having waged a campaign
over the past year to win over app
developers, Killen revealed. Although the number of Blackberry
apps may still pale in comparison to
Android and iOS app ecosystems,
as Killen put it, “do you really need
1,600 Solitaire apps?”
Arguably, the best part of the Z10
is its touchscreen keyboard. Typos
were a minimum with the BlackBerry keyboard, and in this sense,
the Z10 retains its productivityfriendly approach. A predictive text
system places likely words superimposed over certain letter keys,
with upward swipes effectively
“swinging” completed words onto
the text area.
For Blackberry purists, the company also released the Q10, which
has a full QWERTY keyboard, but
Killen predicted the full-touchscreen Z10 would outsell its cousin
by a 30-to-1 margin, at least in the
Puerto Rico market.
Despite the bells and whistles of
the Z10, the device’s slightly more
sober interface when compared to
other smartphones suggests an aura
of the Z10 being a work-related
phone first and foremost. !
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GALAXY S4 ANNOUNCED

Following the meteoric rise of South
Korean tech manufacturer Samsung and
particularly its flagship smartphone, the
Galaxy S3, to the top
of the mobile industry,
expectations were high
for the announcement
of the S3’s successor,
the Galaxy S4, earlier
this month. But while
the device presented
was surely capable and
contained additional
bells and whistles, the
response from various specialty media
outlets was of slight
disappointment.
Samsung Galaxy S4
Despite some disillusioned reactions, the
specifications on the Galaxy 4 are nevertheless
impressive. The device features a five-inch, HD
Super Amoled (active matrix organic light emitting diode) screen that is slightly larger than the
Galaxy S3’s and has a higher pixels-per-inch
count than the iPhone 5. It also boasts a 13-megapixel rear camera capable of recording in 1080
progressive, and the latest version of the Android
operating system, code-named “Jelly Bean.” Its
insides are powered by a quad-core processor
that’s about twice as fast as the iPhone 5’s dualcore processor, according to benchmark tests.
The phone also features eye-tracking technology that, while not as revolutionary as some
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previous reports led to believe, is nonetheless
very nifty. For example, if the person is watching a video and glances away for a second or
longer, the video automatically pauses. Such a
feature has landed Samsung in hot water with
another Korean manufacturer, LG, who contends
the feature constitutes an infringement on one of
their patents. Another feature, called S Health,
effectively turns the S4 into a workout partner,
with a calorie counter and diet tracker, among
other fitness-related functions. The Galaxy S4 is
expected to be available sometime in April.

manufacturer, Sun Microsystems Inc., was bought
by Oracle for $7.5 billion in 2010.
In related news, Oracle bought network management company Tekelec this week for a yet
undisclosed amount. The acquisition follows the
company’s buyout of unified communications
provider Acme Packet for $2.1 billion in February. The latest acquisition is slated to strengthen
Oracle’s portfolio as it moves aggressively toward
servicing telecommunications companies and
their IT (information technology) departments.

ORACLE UNVEILS NEW SPARC

CNET, among other news media outlets, has
reported on discussions within Japanese electronics manufacturer Panasonic to retire from
the plasma TV business. The news come as another indication of the dominance of LCD (liquid
crystal display) TVs in the market, as well as
the growing popularity of LEDs (light-emitting
diodes) to the detriment of plasma technology,
which once reigned as the home-theater king.
Analysts expect Panasonic’s 2013 plasma TV
lineup to be its last, in light of ever-dwindling
sales. According to consumer market research
firm NPD, global shipments of plasma TVs were
down 21% in 2012, compared to a 1% decline
for LCDs.
The announcement also delivers a huge blow to
big-screen TV enthusiasts, many of which consider the Panasonic plasma offerings among the
best-quality television sets currently on the market. Plasma TV models made by Panasonic such
as ZT60 and the ST60 have frequently topped
critics lists, and have become darlings of TV image quality connoisseurs.
However, critical praise doesn’t actually translate into sales, sometimes. Case in point is the
Pioneer Kuro, which five years after its demise,
still outperforms most of the televisions sets on
the market today.
Panasonic has struggled as a company as of late
with a loss of about $2 billion last year, while last
November it announced it would lay off some
10,000 people by first quarter 2013. !

SERVERS AMID STOCK DROP

Oracle CEO Larry Ellison

Technology giant Oracle Corp. held a
multimedia event this week to showcase a new
lineup of servers based on next generation Sparc
chips, touted by Oracle CEO Larry Ellison as the
“world’s fastest microprocessor.”
The unveiling took place some days after the
release of Oracle’s third quarter results, which
showed a stall in the company’s continued
growth with a flat increase in profits and a 1%
decline in total revenue. The results prompted the
company’s shares to fall by 8% on the day of the
announcement.
Sparc, short for “scalable processor architecture,” is a technology frequently used in servers
and other types of advanced computers. Sparc’s

WILL PANASONIC PHASE OUT PLASMA TVS?
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during the previous administration.
“This isn’t a tax loophole. This is
the reality of our relationship with
the U.S., and this relationship has
aspects that restrict us and aspects
which help us develop ourselves,”
Bacó said. “Puerto Rico has been losing many of its important economic
development tools such as Section
936. If every time we try to develop
ourselves they are going to restrict us
and leave us 100% with the aspects
of our relationship that restrict us,
this is akin to taking a boxer, tying
up his arms and his legs, and then
throwing him in the ring to compete
against the global economy.”
Bacó said Law 22 should be looked
at in tandem with Law 20, which
aims to promote the export of services from the island, while also attracting professionals to Puerto Rico,
by reducing the corporate tax rate to
4% on service export revenue.
“Laws 20 and 22 are the spearhead
of a social and economic justice
program for U.S. citizens living in
Puerto Rico,” Bacó said, who spoke
to CARIBBEAN BUSINESS during a job fair in San Juan last week
that drew some 10,000 applicants for
300 available posts. “Look at these
young people waiting hours in line
for a chance to work. This is a clear
example of the sad state that Puerto
Rico is living [now].”
Indeed, it now seems that almost
everyone in Puerto Rico agrees about
the potential that these new laws have
for Puerto Rico’s economic development, which is a rare occurrence in
recent history.
“If Laws 20 and 22 are to fulfill
their transformative potential, we
need to look at their implementation as a long-distance relay rather
than a sprint. I give much credit to
Puerto Rico’s DDEC Secretary Alberto Bacó, for picking up the baton
in this relay and becoming Puerto
Rico’s champion for Laws 20 and 22
by aggressively promoting them as
he has been doing, which is exactly
what Puerto Rico needs at this time,”
Pérez-Riera said.
Bacó said the purpose of the program is for wealthy investors not just
to come live in Puerto Rico, but also
to bring a portion of their professional services businesses to the island,
which would then provide services
to the exterior. He said the success of
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have a bigger detrimental impact on
Puerto Rico’s economy. They also
said this is just another example of
the Puerto Rico government relying
on “gimmicks” for its economic development program, which can be
taken away by Congress.
“You have a good product. The issue is if you have a product that is
too good for your own good,” said
economist Vicente Feliciano, president of Advantage Business Consulting. “The concern is: Would this create a backlash from Congress?”
There are billions of reasons to
worry about a Congressional backlash, according to critics, who point
to the roughly $20 billion net annually Puerto Rico gets from the U.S.
government, and the relative ease
that Congress would have in curtailing transfer payments.
Other sectors of the federal government
could also become involved.
Economists Vicente Feliciano (left) and Joaquín Villamil (right) warned about a
One major concern is that the IRS has
potential Congressional backlash against Law 22.
yet to render a final determination on
the creditability of excise taxes collected under Law 154. In April 2011,
the program wouldn’t be measured
the IRS issued a preliminary ruling
by whether the John Paulson billionthat allowed U.S.-based parent comaires of the world come here to live,
panies of Puerto Rico manufacturers
but whether those who do come here
subject to Law 154’s excise tax to
establish businesses on the island.
claim a federal tax credit against the
“Law 22 will bring people who
levy (CB April 7, 2011). The deciwill buy properties, which will help
sion, issued as IRS Notice 2011-29,
construction. They will also buy
said the IRS and the U.S. Treasury
cars and spend money in stores and
Department were still “evaluating”
restaurants, and Law 20 will bring
the temporary excise tax.
economic development. It will create
With growing concerns in the U.S.
jobs and, slowly but surely, a new
regarding runaway federal deficits
source of revenue for the governand ballooning levels of long-term
ment,” Bacó said.
debt, as well as growing inequality
Legendary hedge fund manager
between the wealthy and the middle
John Paulson, who thought of taking
class, a program allowing millionadvantage of Law 22, isn’t moving to
aires and billionaires to skirt federal
Puerto Rico after all, but dozens of
tax obligations isn’t likely to find
other high-net-worth individuals are
much public support.
still considering making the island
“It is creating an image problem
their home to take advantage of the
for Puerto Rico,” said economist
powerful tax incentives.
Joaquín Villamil. “If it isn’t handled
Hato Rey attorneys and accouncorrectly, it will appear as if we are
tants interviewed by CARIBBEAN
inviting people to evade federal taxes
Attorney Fernando Goyco-Covas,
BUSINESS are reporting fieldby coming to Puerto Rico. At this
of law firm Adsuar Muñiz Goyco
ing six calls daily from rich invesmoment, that isn’t a good idea.”
Seda & Pérez-Ochoa, said there is
tors inquiring about the incentives,
The program may also impact
a tremendous amount of interest in
while another cites a 400% increase
Puerto
Rico’s future lobbying efforts
Puerto Rico’s Law 22 incentives.
in inquiries since the Paulson stories
in other areas, such as its pursuit of
broke.
the Section 933-A tax break, which
Proponents said that bodes well for as legal advice and accounting.
is being billed as a way to attract
the success of the program, which
Critics, however, fear such suc- business to the island while at the
aims to turn Puerto Rico into the Sin- cess may be short-lived. Many are same time serving as conduit for ungapore of the Americas, a center of bracing for a Congressional backlash taxed overseas profits to come back
high finance and trade, and a magnet that would shut the program down
for expert professional services such and provoke other actions that could
Continues on page 16
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home to the U.S. Treasury.
Puerto Rico government officials,
and a broad section of the business
community, believe that upcoming
talks on federal tax reform slated
for this year provides a unique opportunity to win approval for the
proposals.
Law 22 could become the focus of
Congress during federal tax reform
talks while there are other things that
Puerto Rico wants from the committees with jurisdiction over taxes and
major social programs, according to
critics.
Bacó said Paulson’s decision not to
come to Puerto Rico has just given
him more enthusiasm to continue
marketing the program. He said
while a backlash in Washington,
D.C., is possible, he believes reason
will prevail and he can make the case
that Law 22 isn’t only legitimate, but
also necessary.
“I am not going to sleep in Washington. I will be talking about how
you can’t leave Puerto Rico without
tools to combat a labor participation rate of 40%, unemployment at
14.6% and a per-capita income level
that is less than half of the poorest
state, Mississippi,” Bacó said. “If
they want to restrict us, they should
do it after we have achieved the per
capita level of the poorest state in
the Union. I will tell that to every
member of Congress.”

CHARTING A RETURN
TO GROWTH

Law 22 proponents are euphoric
about the interest being shown in
the tax break by offshore investors.
While a solid portion of those who
have expressed interest are in the financial services industry, Hato Rey
tax experts said interest has also
been shown by individuals in the
technology, legal, tourism and other
sectors.
While 40% of those who have
already established here are hedge
fund managers, there are also legal
and accounting firms and technology
executives, Bacó said.
In most cases, individuals are moving here with their families and businesses, according to “Golden Mile”
executives. The incentives could
also be attractive for upper-middleclass retirees wanting to live in a

Former Clinton White House official Jeffrey Farrow (left) believes Congress
will move to shut down the Law 22 program. U.S. Senate Finance Committee
Chairman Max Baucus has pledged to look at taxation issues in the territories.

place with good weather, modern
amenities and great tax breaks, while
retaining the security of remaining
under the U.S. flag.
Law 22 rules require the investors
to move here and become a part of
the local community, proponents
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the Puerto Rico community, GoycoCovas said. That means an investor’s
spouse must live here as well, and
minor children must go to school on
the island, among other tests.
“It’s not so easy to comply with
this. You really have to live here and

“If you have billionaires who go to
Puerto Rico and sell a lot of stock,
they will avoid paying millions or billions
of dollars in federal taxes.
There would be some benefit in
Puerto Rico and some local economic
activity would be generated, but the
federal treasury would lose a lot more than
what Puerto Rico would gain.”
—Jeffrey Farrow

said. People have to live here at least be a member of the community,” he
183 days a year, and they must pass a added.
As word of the tax break spreads,
series of “closer connection” tests to
prove they are bona-fide members of it will likely appeal to a growing

number of businesspeople, proponents said. The incentives could attract high-net-worth Puerto Ricans
who haven’t lived on the island for
many years, including
celebrities, and they
could also appeal to
the growing legions
of tech entrepreneurs
who have suddenly become rich.
Puerto Rico is actively pursuing designation as a regional
center for the EB-5
(Employment-Based,
Fifth-Preference Category) Immigrant Investor Pilot Program,
which grants U.S.
residency to foreigners
who invest at least $1 million and
create jobs. If it succeeds, the combination of this program with Law
22 could make it even more attractive for non-U.S. investors to move
to Puerto Rico and invest, especially
given the estate tax differences between Puerto Rico and the U.S., referenced by Pérez-Riera.
“In the end, what we are looking
for is a very diversified group of individuals and businesses that will form
a professional services hub in Puerto
Rico,” Hernández said.
Others, however, question the economic punch the Law 22 incentives
have, and wonder if it is worth promoting a measure that could be killed
by Congress. That is especially the
case when other tools, such as Law
20, will spur economic development
without carrying much controversy.
“The export of services is more in
line with traditional incentives to attract businesses here, and therefore,
the reaction by the U.S. Congress
to them wouldn’t be as strong,”
Feliciano said. “The combination
of Law 20 and Law 22 makes the
incentives more powerful, but that
doesn’t mean that one can’t be effective without the other.”
“My concern with the measure is
that what we are trying to get in Puerto Rico is strong production-based
and knowledge-based economic
development. This thing isn’t really
that important in terms of economic
development,” Villamil added. “We
want to strengthen tourism, manufacturing and other productive sectors of the economy.” !
See Editorial on page 18

Sylvette Rivera

S

President & CEO
UTICORP

ylvette Rivera García, president & CEO
of UTICORP, believes spiritual preparedness is key to starting each day in a
positive way. “I’m a very spiritual person, and
nothing motivates me more than a quiet time
of reflection and connecting with the Supreme
Being during the early hours of the morning,”
she said.
But once at the UTICORP office, she switches into high gear—helping patients coordinate
services, working alongside her highly trained
colleagues, and giving her all to help the
company grow. “I love to learn all
I can about any recent changes in
the healthcare field, and share that
knowledge with everyone around
me to encourage a spirit of teamwork.” She credits her spirit of
compassion, honesty and humility to her mother Esther García
Torres, who taught her and
her siblings the importance
of hard work, education and
dedication.
Working in a business focused on improving healthcare quality and providing
individual case management and continuous care
services, Rivera García said
her greatest reward is in
the many appreciative calls
and blessings she receives
from patients and their families. “I always try to put myself in
their place, while at the same time
showing respect and flexibility for
both the customers and the service
providers,” she said. “Prompt service is also important and I always
try to personally answer every message
I receive.”

“I always try to put myself in
the place of patients and their
families, while at the same time
showing respect and flexibility
for both the customers and the
service providers. Prompt service
is also important and I try to
personally answer every message
I receive.”

Carmen Viner Álvarez
President & CEO
Funeraria Viner Morales Inc.

T

he two individuals who had the most
impact on Viner’s entry into her
profession were her parents. The
couple first established the funeral home
business in what used to be the family’s
residence.
“This gave me the opportunity to get
to know all aspects of the business. As
far as what has influenced my career, I
would have to say it was the loss of both
my parents, and of my son in his teenage years. These two events helped me
to fully understand and empathize with
what our clients are going through, and to
know how important it is to lend a helping
hand to make them feel at ease in their
time of need,” Viner said.
The Bayamón funeral home has been
servicing the Puerto Rican public for
more than 60 years. Viner noted the
company recently remodeled its location to enhance the services provided
to the public.
She also said her proudest accomplishment has been developing and
growing the company’s industry presence to the stalwart position it occupies in the local mortuary-services sector. Nowadays, the focus is to keep the
company on the right track, responding
to the cultural and value specifications
for the P.R. community in need of
these services.
“This is possible thanks to my
wonderful daughter. Since an early
age, she has shown interest and
involvement in the business, and
now she is my right hand in the
company and helps run the day-today operations. This gives me a great
sense of both personal and professional accomplishment as well as
a sense of security that our family
business will always be in good
hands,” Viner said.

“I would like to see more
women get involved in
this industry because we are
few and far between. I think
we as females can contribute a
motherly perspective to families in
need during their trying times.”

EDITORIAL

Our God-given assets can
give us sustainable economic
development
The billionaire buzz generated by Law 22—tax breaks to draw
wealthy investors to Puerto Rico—is a much-needed shot in the
arm for Puerto Rico’s stagnant economy. But it cannot be the beall end-all, answer to our economic woes.
The strategy to lure big investors to the island, now in effect and
revealed by Economic Development & Commerce Secretary Alberto Bacó Bagué during an exclusive interview with CARIBBEAN
BUSINESS nearly six weeks ago is yielding excellent results.
As this newspaper was going to press, there were already close
to 12 high-net-worth individuals who had signed on for Law 22
benefits, with an additional 60 applicants in process. The benefits
included in that law are just too big to ignore.
Law 22 is attracting high-net-worth individuals to Puerto Rico
by eliminating all taxes on any passive income earned after they
relocate to the island. Puerto Rico’s unique political status – under
the jurisdiction of the U.S. but with a separate tax system – makes
this pitch particularly attractive to wealthy investors residing stateside. U.S.-based millionaires and billionaires who move to Puerto
Rico would avoid taxation on the sale of securities earned after
they move here, which would be normally taxed federally at a
23.8% rate.
The Puerto Rico program has an advantage over foreign jurisdictions because investors don’t have to renounce their citizenship to
take advantage of the tax shelter offer.
So enticing is Law 22 that there are observers on Capitol Hill
already saying that it is being eyed as a tax loophole. And if history teaches us anything, it’s that Congress is prone to eventually
eliminating any Puerto Rico tax incentives that cut into the federal
government’s tax base. A perfect case in point was the repeal of
Section 936 of the Internal Revenue Code in 1995.
Drawing a conga line of happy multimillionaires to the island is
nice while it lasts, but it is a risky strategy that could eventually
disappear. The possibly fleeting nature of such incentives is what
should have us working simultaneously on realizing the potential of
Puerto Rico’s God-given attributes for economic developments.
Puerto Rico’s tourism industry is a perfect example of one of our
sadly underutilized God- given assets—500-year-old fortresses, El
Yunque National Rainforest, miles and miles of fabulous beaches,
Ponce de León’s original home, our more than 500-year-old capital
city, championship golf courses, great hotels and room for many
more hotels and resorts—that if properly marketed and developed
through a privately run Destination Marketing Organization would
draw millions more visitors to the island. We are so far behind in
tourism that it actually is pathetic. Unbelievable, really.
Tourism, one of our island’s God-given assets, can create jobs
by the tens of thousands—with the peace of mind that comes from
knowing those attractions can’t be lifted up and taken away overnight or that they depend on tax gimmicks.
The same can be said for the geographic advantage and tremendous
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READERS’ OPINION
Libby J. Goyco, PE

Dear Mr. Casiano,
I just read your column “Nothing
is Impossible,” and I hereby wanted
to express my deepest gratitude for
such an inspiring message.
Your words should rally Puerto
Ricans from across the globe to help
one way or another to reshape the
future of our people…and those of
us who yearn to return.
Very gratefully,

Engineering Management
Director Del Valle Group

“I
Luis Muñoz Marín

Ricardo J. Martínez Rivera, MBA
International Trade Compliance
Analyst Office IX,
China/NME Group
Import Administration, AD/CVD
Enforcement
International Trade
Administration
U.S. Department of Commerce
Washington, DC 20320
Pedro Rosselló

harbor that Puerto Rico possesses with a God-given potential as a
major transshipment port. Puerto Rico is at the crossroads of the
busiest shipping lane in the world. The sea highway through the
Panama Canal that traverses from East to West and back goes right
through our Mona Passage (70 miles wide with 40 miles of totally
unobstructed depths of more than 400 feet located just off the coast
of Puerto Rico).
Right now, the existing $2 billion world-class harbor and airport
infrastructure, which by the grace of God and the U.S. Navy exists
on the grounds of the former Roosevelt Roads Navy base, could
be ready to be converted into a transshipment port with a minimal
investment of $500 million and begin to create thousands of jobs,
jobs badly needed in one of the most depressed areas of our island.
If Puerto Rico made use of that asset—retrofitting to receive postPanamax ships that will be cruising through the Mona Channel
starting in 2014—huge infrastructure works would commence, and
with that would come 100,000 jobs over the next five-to-10 years.
Again, this is a job-creation asset in place that cannot be taken away
in the dark of the night as often happens with incentives… removed
riders to legislation at the 11th hour on Capitol Hill or drawn away
by a low-cost labor country.
This newspaper is all for incentives that can help build a little
steam in our economy; but it cannot be the only answer for sustainable economic development. Think big! !
CARIBBEAN BUSINESS welcomes letters from its readers on stories,
editorials, and columns we have published. They should be limited in length
to 500 words and addressed to The Editor, CARIBBEAN BUSINESS,
1700 Ave. Fernández Juncos, San Juan, PR 00909-2938 or at
cbeditor@caribbeanbusiness.pr. We reserve the right to edit. Additional comments
are welcome on caribbeanbusiness.pr.Go to Sign in link on the homepage.
Emails also may be sent to readersopinion@caribbeanbusiness.pr.

have concluded that the construction industry is in my nature. I remember my father [engineer Juan Goyco Graziani] built
me this beautiful dollhouse and I used to think
about adding a second floor and recruiting my five
little siblings to help me,” the civil engineer said.
Goyco Graziani introduced his daughter to
project planning at the impressionable age of
16. Under her father’s supervision, she programmed and monitored the schedule
of a project executed in a two-month
plant shutdown turnaround valued
at $13.5 million.
The mother of two earned a
bachelor’s degree in civil engineering, and is certified as a
planning & scheduling professional by the Association for the
Advancement of Cost Engineering
International—the first woman in Puerto
Rico to achieve this designation. She also
recently finalized a master’s degree in business administration.
“It is very well-known that the construction industry is mostly dominated by
men. However, I feel like I have encountered every single challenge found by any
engineer working in the construction industry, regardless of my gender,” Goyco
de Vera said.
DVG is a family-owned, special partnership, general contractor construction
company, which is celebrating its 25th
anniversary this year. With more than
400 employees, DVG owns one of the
biggest heavy & light equipment fleet in
P.R. and has completed more than 200
projects, valued at $1.3 billion, since its
inception.
As part of its social initiative, DVG is
sponsoring the “Build Up!” program, for
which Goyco de Vera serves as mentor for
Antonia Sáez Irizarry Elementary School
in Toa Baja. The learning program provides
information to children in the fifth grade,
their families and community about tools
and techniques used in construction.

“I’ve come to see many more
women working in the construction
industry. The future of women in
this area is truly promising and
it’s an honor to pave the way.”

Angiemille Latorre

Chief Button Pusher & Idea Activator
SeriouslyCreative

A

ngiemille Latorre’s title as chief button pusher and idea activator at SeriouslyCreative, attests to the fact that
the only thing serious about the company is
its strong commitment to offer creative,
nontraditional consultancy services
to its clients.
“According to a friend of mine,
I’m a button pusher because
of my ability to get people
inspired and off their seats,”
Latorre said. “I know it’s not
one word, but in this case,
it is the word that best
describes me—I liked it
so much I changed my title
to chief button pusher, or
CBP!”
Since 2006, when Latorrre and
her husband and partner, Dana
Montenegro, co-founded SeriouslyCreative, the couple has been
sought after as experts in getting
individuals and organizations
“unstuck” and helping them
find the solutions they seek
to be more effective. The firm
started with four clients, but
SeriouslyCreative now has a
strong roster of more than 139
clients and has thrived, thanks
to its innovative and creative
problem solving, offering
smart business solutions to
individuals and companies.
“I realized that creativity and
innovation aren’t the same: creativity
means new things, while innovation is creativity applied successfully, and to accomplish that,
you need diversity in teams and what we call
Radical Collaboration,” Latorre said. She added
that at SeriouslyCreative, Montenegro is the
creative one, and she is the serious one.

“I realized that creativity and
innovation aren’t the same: creativity
means new things, while innovation
is creativity applied successfully,
and to accomplish that you
need diversity in teams.”

